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SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY
During the first year of the 1985-86 legislative session more than 30 bills
were introduced to modify the lottery initiative (Proposition 37) as it was
passed by the voters in the November 1984 General Election. These bills
reflected a broad array of concerns, ranging from the use of lottery revenues to
technical flaws in the drafting of the initiative itself.
This committee, as the Assembly policy committee responsible for lottery
oversight, has been concerned with these issues as well as many broad public
policy questions raised in the wake of the initiative's enactment. The chairman
of the committee, Assemblyman Richard Alatorre, has introduced legislation (AB
?) to clean-up various provisions of the initiative. He has also been active in
efforts to assure that women and minorities receive a fair share of lottery
contracts and subcontracts.
This hearing was called to review the start-up of the state lottery and, in
particular, to assess the lottery commission's affirmative action program and
the efforts of major contractors to subcontract portions of their work with
women and minority-owned small businesses.
Mr. Howard Varner, chairman of the commission, and Mr. Chon Gutierrez,
chief deputy director, presented an overview of the lottery's progress to date.
They announced that California's lottery had set sales records in its first week
of operation and that the lottery here would be the largest in the world. They
said the lottery was directing its marketing effort at discretionary income so
as not to appeal to lower income persons.
Assemblyman Curtis Tucker raised concerns about the commission's response
to legislative and public inquiries. Assemblymen Tucker and Alatorre also
questioned the balance of retailer outlets in their districts, claiming that
small independent business men and women were not selected in the initial
screening process. The commission admitted that it was having difficulty
responding to all telephone calls and said it was attempting to acquire an
automated answering system to respond to public inquiries. With regard to
retailer contracts, the commission defended its selection process. Mr.
Gutierrez and Mr. Lou Ritter, chief of security, said the commission would be
fine tuning its retailer network, perhaps dropping retailers who falsified
information on their application forms and transferring those contracts to
underrepresented areas. They also said the commission had given them the
authority to increase the retailer/population ratio of 1:1,250 for minority
communities that demonstrate a need for additional outlets. There is no plan,
however, to increase the number of lottery retailers above the current statewide
total of 20,500.
Ms. Terri Fontenette, affirmative action and contract compliance officer,
testified that the lottery's total workforce~ including seasonal help, was 550,
of which approximately 70 percent were women and minorities. She added that 45
percent of the commission's professional positions are women or minorities. Mr.
Ritter added that his security force is composed of approximately 50 percent
women and minorities. With regard to outside contracts, Mr. Gutierrez testified
that of the $67 million awarded, approximately $5.1 million (7.8 percent) went
to minority firms.
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Mr. Gutierrez stated that the commission still has difficulties with the
initiative's contractor disclosure requirements. He said the commission had
been prevented from contracting with certain accounting and consulting firms
which have large boards of directors. He added that the commission would
support a clean up bill to deal with the disclosure issue as well as to correct
technical flaws in the initiative. Reference was made to the commission's
decision to award the telecommunications contract for the on-line game without
requiring the officers and directors of the bidding firms to disclose personal
income tax returns and financial information. Mr. Gutierrez said the
telecommunications contract, unlike the on-line game contract, did not require
the disclosure of personal information by bidders because it involved only the
transmission uf data between two points. The committee chair challenged the
rationale for this decision.
Ms. Dolores Sanchez, chairperson of the California Hispanic Newspaper
Publishers Association, was critical of the lottery's failure to advertise in
weekly minority newspapers. She said the lottery's prime advertising and public
relations contractor, Needham Harper Worldwide, Inc., had not attempted to
contact Hispanic newspapers, except for the distribution of promotional
material. She said that Needham Harper was apparently working with a new
company to consult on Hispanic media lottery advertising, but that this company
and its officers were unknown in the Los Angeles Hispanic community.
Mr. Loring Emile, president and chief executive officer of the Southern
California National Business League, stressed the need for the lottery to
provide minority business opportunities. His views were echoed by Mr. Louis
King, president of K Systems and Technologies. Mr. King offered sevEral
specific recommendations for legislation that would mandate participation by
minority subcontractors. Mr. Skip Cooper, president of the Black Business
Association of Los Angeles, also expressed support for greater minority business
opportunities. He gave a number of examples of areas where minorities could
participate in the lottery business. He added that the lottery needs to
establish clear policies on minority participation goals.
Major lottery contractors, those receiving contracts valued at more than
$100,000 annually, were asked by the committee to respond to a series of
questions about their affirmative action activities and their efforts to
subcontract with women and minority-owned firms.
Representatives of Needham Harper Worldwide, Mr. Chuck Rubner and Mr. Rrad
Fornaciari, said their firm recognized a responsibility to share the economic
benefits of the lottery with minority constituencies. In response to the
comments of Ms. Sanchez, they said Needham Harper had recently entered into a
relationship with a company called Mavis Cordero &Associates to consult on
advertising in the Hispanic media. Their decision was based on a recommendation
of another firm, Aarons and Gutierrez of La Jolla, which had previously done
business with Needham Harper. Assemblyman Alatorre was critical of the
relationship, noting previous instances where prime contractors had formed sham
firms for the purpose of appearing to comply with minority subcontracting
requirements. He added that it was insensitive of Needham Harper not to contact
established Hispanic advertising companies.
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Messrs. Rubner and Fornaciari testified that in Game One a total of $1.1
mi11ion was spent on media production, of which 10 percent went to minority
subcontractors. A total of $2.3 million was expended for media advertising, of
which 9 percent went to minority media. Newspaper advertising totalled
$330,000, of which $17,000 was spent on Black newspapers, $4,000 on Hispanic
newspapers, and nothing on Asian newspapers. Radio advertising totalled
$357,000, of which $52,000 was spent on Hispanic radio stations, $12,000 on
Rlack radio stations, and nothing on Asian radio stations. The committee chair
expressed serious concern with the relatively low level of expenditure on
minority media advertising. Mr. Rubner pledged that his firm would work with
the minority media, the commission, and legislators to make sure that minority
businesses receive a fair share of the lottery advertising business.
Mr. Gray Bethea, vice president and general counsel of Scientific Games,
said his firm has had a long tradition of hiring women, minorities, and other
historically disadvantaged persons. He cited the firm's lottery ticket printing
plant in Gilroy as indicative of its commitment to California. He noted that
the Gilroy area has had a high level of unemployment and that 68 percent of the
employees at the facility were Hispanic. Mr. Bethea added that his firm
recognized a responsibility to address minority participation in its bid for the
on-line lottery game, but that he was prevented by the commission from
discussing the details of that bid.
Mr. Scott Strathearn, representing Purolator Courier, said his firm had
been working with a minority subcontractor in Northern California to distribute
lottery tickets, however the firm recently withdrew its participation. He said
Purolator Courier was looking for a new minority firm.
Ms. Tamara Carbone and ~1r. Hugh Plummer, representing the Automated
Wagering Division of Control Data Corporation, said their firm's leadership in
affirmative action and equal opportunity employment is well-known. They said
Control Data had established voluntary goals and guidelines for subcontracting
with minority and women-owned firms and has been doing so for the past 13 years.
A separate statement of the firm's affirmative action policies is contained in
the appendix of this transcript.
GTECH Corporation, represented by Mr. John "Spike" Speicher, said the firm
was the first lottery supplier to include meaningful minority participation in
the operation of an on-line lottery system. He cited the District of Columbia
and Ohio lotteries as examples of GTECH's commitment to minority community
involvement.
Mr. Don Beaver, representing the California Grocers Association, said that
many of the early problems with lottery start-up have been resolved. He
commented that a survey is being conducted to see what effect the lottery has
had on sale of other grocery items and whether a decrease in grocery sales has
been offset by the 5 percent lottery sales commission. He added that retailers
must have player-activated terminals for the new on-line games.
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ASSEMBLY GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE
INTERIM HEARING ON THE STATE LOTTERY
Assemblyman Richard Alatorre,

Chair~an

los Angeles City Hall
200 N. Spring Street, Room 238
Los Angeles, California
November 14, 1985

ASSEMBLYMAN RICHARD ALATORRE:
Committee will come to order.

The Assembly Governmental Organization

Let me first introduce to you Assemblyman Curtis

Tucker from Inglewood.
First of all I want to congratulate Chairman Varner and other members of the
Lottery Commission, as well as Mark Michalko and his staff, for the outstanding
job they have done in starting up our State Lottery.

r•m told that the lottery's first game, California
11

Jac~pot,"

successful instant lottery game every offered in North America.

was the most
Almost 400

million tickets were sold in only five weeks, providing California schools with
about 135 million dollars in new revenues and making new millionaires of at
least five Californians.

Although I haven't won anything myself, I don•t know

about Mr. Tucker, I think I can speak for most members of the Legislature as
well as most of our citizens when I express our thanks to the Lottery Commission
and its staff for their worthy achievements.
~Jhi1e

it

would be hard to quarrel with the lottery's financial success,

there nevertheless remain in the minds of many citizens some important questions
e:bout the lottery initiative and some of the policies being pursued by the
Lottery itse 1f.
Most of these questions were raised in legislation introduced earlier this
year by Senator Dills and myself.

The issues range from the degree to which the

Commission is subject to the normal administrative controls applicable to other
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state agencies, whether the Commission is subject to the anr.ual state budget
process, concerns about contracting procedures and vendor disclosure, sales to
minors, use of player-activated video lottery terminals, and whether the 5%
sales commission is sufficient incentive for retailers to actively market
lottery tickets.
As a representative of the Hispanic community, I have also been very
concerned about the extent to which the lottery has sought to open up its
contracting opportunities to minority- and women-owned businesses.
Today's hearing will give lottery officials, contractors, retailers, and the
general public an opportunity to express their views on these issues.

lt \'Jill

also give the Legislature some direction on whether to pursue further 1ottery
clean-up legislation this January.
At this time I will call on the chairman of the Commission, Commissioner
Howard Varner, Mr. Chon Gutierrez, representing the director, the Chief Deputy
Director of the California State LottE>ry, Mr. Ritter, formerly Deputy Chief with
the Los Angeles Police Department, in charge of enforcement for the Lottery, and
Terri Fontenette.
MR. CHON GUTIERREZ:

Thank you Mr. Chairman, members.

It's indeed a

pleasure to appear before you and share with you the accomplishments of the
California Lottery in its first 42 days of operation.
Today marks an important day for us in the Lottery because Game One, which
has

just ended at midnight last right and Game Two is beginning officially

today.
With the chairman's ccncurrence, what we would like to do this morninq is to
have our chairman, HovJard Varner, speak to the basic policy as he views it as
chairman of that Commission.

I would like to give an overview presentation of

the lottery operation itself and have Deputy Director, Lou Ritter, speak to the
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security aspects of the lottery operations, and have Terri Fontenette make some
general remarks about our affirmative action accomplishments.
If that's okay with the chairman, I'd like to get on with it in that
fash1on.

Thank you.

MR. HOWARD VARNER:

Good morning.

of the California State Lottery.

•

My name is Howard Varner.

We as commissioners

I'm chairman

there are five

commissioners as you know -- have five major concerns in starting up the
lottery.
One of our first concerns was that involving the integrity of the game.

We

felt it was most important, rather than meeting an arbitrary deadline, to start
the lottery in an orderly manner when everything was in line, where we could
have a fair and honest game and one of integrity above reproach.
we'v~

This we feel

accomplished.

As I'm sure you are aware, Proposition 37 passed by the voters in November
of last year, provided for marketing of the lottery game by the Commission and
staff.

The Lottery Act requires the Commission to actively market the lottery

games so as to maximize revenues in the state as well as to education.

This is

a requirement under the act.
We feel in organizing and setting up the lottery it is a big business and it
should be run like a big business.
government.

It's rlifferent than anything else in

I know of no other part of state government that requires the

marketing function such as required under the lottery.

I think we are indeed

fortunate in starting the lottery in obtaining the help of employees from
different departments of the state.
employees.

We started the lottery with 15 loaned

I'd like to go on record and say I have never seen a more dedicated

group.

r think they have done an outstanding job in getting the lottery off to

a

start in setting a record in the whole country.

~n~~::at

-4I 'm sure you •re aware that the first day of the 1ottery we did $21 mi 11 ion
in sales. The first week we had $80 million in sales.
record throughout the whole world.

This set an all-time

The prior record for this week of lottery

sales by the California State Lottery was in New York in August when they had
their $41 million jackpot. They hit $57.8 million in sales in that week which
was the record up until then.

We surpassed that.

We are looking at a lottery here in California which is the largest in the
world.

It is the intent of the Commission to run it in an orderly manner and as

efficient as possible so that we can maximize the revenues for education.

I am

sure you are aware that 50% of the proceeds of the revenues go to prizes. A
minimum of 34% of the revenues goes to education.

A maximum of 16% goes to

administration which includes Commission to advertising and other costs.

To the

extent that we can operate as a Commission and as a staff, less than 16% of
revenues, that additional amount that we had will go to education.

As an

example, if we can operate on 14% administrative cost, education would increase
from 34% to 36%.

So one of the things that we have been doing as a Commission

is setting up the most efficient organization -- our accounting system -- so we
know in a timely manner where are thoughts are and what they are and so forth.
Efficiency of operation is paramount in our whole guidance.

We have been

guiding staff. The Commission meets with staff weekly, reviewers monitor what's
been happening on an on-going basis.
We are also concerned about the players.

We want the marketing effect to

direct the marketing for the players of the lottery.
income which is used for the substance of Hfe.

He are not after the

We want this to be a fun game

and apply to discretionary income only.
As Chon mentioned, today marks the 42 day of the lottery, the first six
weeks.

I think it's too early at this point in time to judge what will happen

in the future •••

-5ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

May I just stop you right there.

You talked about

qearing your efforts at discretionary income of people and not gearing it toward
people's necessities.
MR. VARNER:

How do you accomplish that?

Where the type of media that is placed.

The type of ads and

the selection of the advertising firm --we had 18 proposals.

One of the main

concerns and things we looked for in the oral presentations by the client was
how they intended to market this so they would not he appealing to the lower
income people.

I think if you look at the advertisements we have thus far, and

the media, and the point of sale, I think you will have to agree that we are not
gearing our advertising effort toward this market.
ASSEMBlYMAN AlATORRE:

When the representatives of the organization received

the contract, it obviously is a very sizeable contract you know you can make me
feel good to spend the money on the lottery.

Rut I really don't know how you

can say that it's not being geared toward whoever is going to be playing the
lottery.

I don't know if you have, in the short period of time, been able to

figure what people and how much each person is spending on the lottery. I just
find it very difficult to really understand how you can make a statement 1ike
that even though the advertising might not be geared to it, but there's really
no way of stopping the people.
MR. VARNER:
game.

I didn't say advertising would stop a person from playing the

I'm saying efforts on the part of the Commission and staff and the

advertising agency is not gearing the marketing to the lower income peop1e.

I

think we are trying to make it a fun game where it's discretionary income rather
than necessities.

Only time will tell.

too early to really judge anything.

As I indicated, six weeks is basically

We know from the history of other states.

That's all we can go by at this point.

We have contacted and worked with other

states that historically the $20,000 to $35,000 income person is the largest
player of the lottery.

Whether that will prevail here -- only time will tell.
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As you know we are charged by Prop 37 to do marketing studies end know who
the players are.
The 1as t primary concern •..
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Mr. Tucker, do you have a question?

ASSEMBLYMAN CURTIS TUCKER:

Yes.

First of all, there's no way you are qoing

to be able to aim at a certain clientele.
are on welfare.

We know that.

You have pathological gamblers who

We have to deal with that.

It's almost

impossible to deal with that, I'll put it that way.
You indicated earlier that you had regular meetings to arprise your staff of
how the lottery is progressing etc.

What about a public information officer to

answer questions from people who call in?

I have been calling the office of the

lottery commissioners for the last two or three months and I have not received a
response.

That attitude is something that I find intolerable and we're going to

have to deal with that -- and extremely insulting.
I have a policy in my office of responding to every cor.stituent's call
within 24 hours.

I know everybody doesn't operate that way.

You all do not

stand for election like I do, but I certainly enjoy being able to give those
people that I represent some sort of information when they request it.
not fcund a willing attitude on the part of your Commission.

I have

I have never had a

telephone call returned since you have been in existence.
MR. VARNER:

Well, as one of the commissioners, I personally am not aware of

any call I have ever gotten that I haven't returned.
as you know, the Commission is not a full time job.

! am located down here and

It's " part time job.

That's no excuse.
ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:
MR. VARNER:

That's right.

I have gotten wany calls up there that J have had forwarded and

down here and I have returned them personally.

I think having come from the

-7pri vate sector, I operate the same way that you do.

I didn't stand for

reelection like you did, but I think to respond to a person that calls is vital
ar.d I have always done it as a personal policy.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

Maybe Mr. Gutierrez has any ...

No I would like to, however, just respond generally tc the

Assemblyman's -- I don't mean to be flippant in the slightest-- I will be happy
to leave my business card with you at the conclusion of this meeting and I will
guarantee you that I will return any call you make.
flippant fashion.

I don't mean it in a

But the reality is that ...

ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:
going to happen.

The reality is that it's something that isn't really

I want to tell you that I'll appreciate it.

Because so far I

have not been able to get anybody from the Commission to respond to any
telephone call I have made.
MR. GUTIERREZ:
MR. VARNER:

I will do that.

I will be happy to do that.

We will share with not only you Mr. Tucker, but also the other

members of the committee.

We should be responding.

If we are not, there's

something wrong.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

Let me deal with that issue for a moment if I may.

Along

with the success that both the chairman of my Commission and the chairman of
this committee that have already spoken to, comes operational problems.
We are getting probably 5,000 phone calls a day.

We have attempted to

acquire some telephonic answering machines that will help to give information to
people that are asking about information that is general in nature.

However,

most phone calls that we get, quite frankly, ask very specific questions, make
suggestions.

As particular events come to light, certain interests are peeked

by people that are aware of those and they call to express opinions about that.
The grand prize drawing when we had four winners one night -- the $2 million
we got a lot of phone calls about that issue.

\llhen we had the one winner

s was rai

s

in

nions about that.

s, we

at

calls.

e to respond

is

I apologize to

lifornia in a sense

s
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we
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Yes, sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:
~lell,

, put

a

When do you intend to award other retail contracts?
1 wi 11 be
t

for applica

to answer
ons

t

question.

We have, as

e to contract with the
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California Lottery to sell lottery tickets.

By July 15th which was the cutoff

date for those applications for the Game One, we received 30,000 applications.
Subsequent to that time, we probably received over 4,000.
We were fortunate and able to give out contracts to about 20,500 retailers.
That was made on the judgment of national standards throughout the industry of
population to outlets.

The standard that is used throughout the nation is one

outlet for each 1,250 per capita population.
with 20,000 retailers.

Using that standard, we came up

But we also recognize that in districts such as yourself

and the chairman, you have a high concentration of businesses that attract a lot
of people into your area in the daytime hours.
suburb~n

In the evenings they go to the

communities.

That creates a greater demand for outlets in the downtown urban area.

Now

for those purposes, we added almost 1,000 retailers in San Diego, Los Angeles,
San Francisco, Sacramento, and central valley areas.

We have created what we

believe is an optimum retail network in terms of size.

Composition, we're not

very clE:ar because we had to set this thing up in time to reflect the startup of
the lottery. What we want to do is field evaluations and establish minimum
sales standards for each of our outlets.
They are going to be very successful.
ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:
MR. GUTIERREZ:

There is no doubt.

And there are some that are extremely crummy.

They are.

ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:
MR. GUTIERREZ:

There are some opportunities, clearly.

With minimum participation.

Yes, sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:

And then we have

priva~e1y

owned shopping centers with

four or five different retailers in there that couldn't get them.
across the street that's a 7-11, you blanketed those in.
chains.

Yet the store

J\nd the supermarket

How about those little individual shop owners who not only need this
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who would do a very good job, would bring in business for them?

I think it's

fair that they should have it.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

We agree with that.

ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:

We would like to go and ..•

Well, in my district it didn•t happen.

In my district

all the big supermarkets, the 7-ll's, some of the gas chains have it.

But that

little mom and pop-type grocery store, that little liquor store in the corner
that•s been there for 20 years, doing a hell of a good business, responsible
business people -- these are the people in my district who did not receive
permission to sell those tickets.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

(et me respond ...

ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:
MR. GUTIERREZ:

I think it•s unfair.

Well, let me respond in a very general sense to that issue.

Sixty percent of all of our retailers are the little mom and pops that you just
described.
ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:
MR. GUTIERREZ:
described.

But not in my district.

Forty percent of them are chain stores that you already

Furthermore, one of the charges of the chairman of Commission has

already shared with the committee is that it is our responsibility to maximize
revenues to education.

We know, for a fact from other states that 60 percent of

all of the revenues that are collected come from those chain stores.
percent.

So we have to find a balance.

chains and 60 percent mom and pop.

Sixty

I think we've done that by 40 percent

We recognize the mom and pop stores as an

intrical part of the retailer network, but we have to

nd the balance between

those people who sell a lot of tickets and those people that want to use the
lottery as a way to attract more business.
ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:
that.

Most of them want that.

It will attract business for them.

tickets.

I think we have done that.
Most of the mom and pops want

But they'll also sell 1ottery

-11-

MR. GUTIERREZ:

Absolutely.

We agr·ee.

It's that balance that W()'re looking

for and perhaps in your district we were not able to do that.

I can assure you,

however, that if you'd like to bring it to the attentior of our district
offices, I will put our district office manBger in your area in contact with
your administrative assistant or whomever you deem appropriate •..
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE: Let me ask you a different question on that ••.
ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:

No, I want them to contact me.

I can show you within

12 hours ••.
MR. VARNER:

•

I think the record should show, though the 7-11 stores that you

refer to Mr. Tucker that these are all franchise and individually owned stores .
They are not company owned stores.
and

None of them ar·e.

Rut we have licensed any

all mom and pop stores that operate under the franchise for 7-11 •••
ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:
MR. VARNER:

You don't tell me 7-11 is mom and pop.

They are a11 individually owned and franchised.

Leased and

operated by a franchisee.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
lottery tickets.
operations.

Twenty thousand licenses were given to sell the

You say 60 percent of them were to small mom and pop-type of

Now do the mom and pop-type operations include the 7-11?

Because

they are not owned by 7-11 and because they are franchised or that maybe they
fall under the category of small mom and pop because they are Tranchised, are
they part of the 60 percent or they part of the 40 percent.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

At this point I would have to guess at that.

not do that unless the chair insisted I do that.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MR. GUTIERREZ:
ASSEMBLYMAN

I would rather

I don't •••

More than likely they are part of the 60 percent.

I would guess the opposite if you are asking ..•

ALATORR~:

Okay.

and get it to the committee.

Fine.

Well then get that question answered

-12MR. GUTIERREZ:

I might answer part of

you're looking for.

Each

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

question.

11 applied individually.

It's not the answer

They did not apply .•.

Well, they couldn't because they had somewhat of a

minor problem legally speaking in some other state and I am sure that
(inaudi

e) does not allow for a big company like that that has a little problem

from being licensed in the state of California.
~ee

How many more licensees de you

the state of California offering over the next year?
. GUTIERREZ:

In addition to the •..

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

In addition to the

,000?

I don't anticipate substan al increase on that.

MR. GUTIERREZ:

minor increases -- 1,000 perhaps.

They would be fine tuning adjustments to

reflect the fact that a given community does
interest in having one.
nation.

J see some

have ar. outlet and there is

Otherwise we are already at the standard

Unless California i5 substantially different

fat'

the

and it could he -- we

y don 1 t anticipate changes ...

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE: Well, it obviousl was because we sold probably more
tic

than any other state.

In one day I think we probably sold what it takes

weeks to sell in ...
(inaudible)
MR. LOU RITTER:

ilers drop out -- either voluntarily or
t

will

b~

We will have a number of

..• in looking at other
sel

substitutes placed in there.

ve1y taken out.

With

We are hoping that we could

n the 1,250.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

How do you correct an imbalance in a given cr,mmunity

like the one expressed by Assemblyman Tucker?

How do you correct that imbalance

in his district if you find out what he says is true that a greater percentage
or the majority and over the majority did not fall into the category of 60

··13-

percent mom and pop.

That you find out 75 percent as an example -- hypothetical

figure-- 75 percent of the people that received licenses in a given area.
do correct that inequity?

How

If it proves to be inequity without either taking

away from somebody that has it, which I'm sure nobody is going to be willing to
relinquish it, and trying to balance it out by the other side of it?
MR. GUTIERREZ:
retailers.

We obviously can't do that.

We don't have any more

But our plan is to do exactly what you suggested might not be an

0ption, vthich is to reassign outlets from one given community to another.

I

think that is consistently the basic theme and charge of the law.
For example, the initial allocation was based on population.

There are

certain zip codes, for example, that have a very high density of population.
There are residential neighborhoods that have relatively very few businesses.
Just very few.

As a consequence, businesses in those residential areas may not

be as effective at sales as another business in another area where there is less
populatior, but more businesses.

What we would do is establish sales standards.

If there are certain outlets that are not meeting the sales standards

know what they are -- but we would have to set them.
they all have provisional contracts.

I don't

If they don't meet them,

They do not have the vested right to the

contracts at this point.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Obviously, one of the most important ingredients --

you have no real access to the kind of information that I think that you would
need to feel comfortable with the licensed people that you have at the present
time.
MR. RITTER:

That's true.

provided to us by the retailer.

Initially we had to rely basically upon what was
As we now are beginning to get into

backgrounds, we may find in some cases that the information that was provided
wa~

not accurate.

If that's not, we'll reevaluate whether or not that person

should hold a provisional license.

-14ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Do you have the authority to

to get access to

mina1 records of any of the applicants?
MR. RITTER:

Yes.

Based upon the action

we were granted peace officer status

the last Legislature, AB 484,

gives us access to criminal history

information. (inaudible).
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Okay.

Js there a

king down the 20,000

retailers that received a provisional license in terms of participation of
women-owned businesses and ethnic and racial minority businesses?
MR. GUTIERREZ:

At this point the only way we can do that is by a site

evaluation conducted by staff.

When we first

t

together the application form

a retail outlet for the California Lottery,

chairman of the Commission

who at the time was the director, myself, the Attorney General's office sat down
and reviewed the very issue that the chairman

raised.

The chairman of the Commission and the director, Howard Varner, made it very
clear

me way back in the beginr.ing of March

a proportionate representative of minori
businesses.

we absolutely needed to have
businesses, women-owned

We thought that as a matter of poli

that was an absolute must.

What we attempted to do was to put in a voluntary survey at the bottom that
would ask applicants to identify their ethnicity, their race, their sex.
ice

the Attorney General's Office, it was adamant advice, we removed it.

We removed it because it was fundamentally felt
issue bei

On the

was a constitutional

raised there that if we were to somehow allocate business contracts

substantially affected the income of individuals based on any consideration
other than some kind of stated business objective, we would be in violation of
the Constitution and could invalidate the entire process.

I don't want to speak

too much for Howard. although I enjoy doing that . .
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

He might enjoy your doing it too.

-15MR. VARNER:

He does it well.

Laughter.
MR GUTIERREZ:

One of the things that we were concerned with is that

whatever we did at the ini

al startup process and whatever we continue

do we

did it within the constraints of the law to avoid temporary injunctions or
things of that nature

would slow down the

t

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MR. GUTIERREZ:

Let me ask you a question.

Yes, sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

You are going to have to come to grips with what you

have done in relationship to the 20,000-odd licenses.
out in the next three or four months -- or
there wasn't equity in the process thct was

minority/small businesses.

MR. GUTIERREZ:

a

What happens if you find

finds out for you -- that
ided for women-owned and ethnic

What are you going to

about it?

of fact, we've already dealt with the issue.

The Commission put into a clause in their policy guides the concept of an
clause.

What they said is Chon, build a retail network out there.

find that there are certain minority communities
downtown

, then you

e to specifically

in

and

on the ownership of
the opportunity to participa

the 1ottery if that's what they choose to do.
_.__________..;.._:

that you don't

but what
-- 80

Well, that's all fine.

Whi'ie I appreciate the

to discriminate against communities that might be

under-represented and

you

go ahead

wP want to make sure is

exceed the 1,250 standard and you add them because

business, v-re should at least give that communi

But if you

the state -- for example in

es - where there are not any

that while we may not

ity

ir ability to play or to

if you find out, lo and behold that of

of them are nonwomen-owned, nonethni

that?

cipate in the lottery,
,000 of your licenses
businesses.

are

I
on

advice

ink I

a

the Attorney

ssue.
l 1s

ce, if we were

based on ethnicity, culture or sex

d

t

is

issue

a

ous issue

about the constitutionality of that
Wen , then we

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

're

a rea1

time.

ng to have a real good time
I 1ook forward
, J m

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

't 1

I

to

cu r concerns

it because I told you from the

were going to be.

Not only am I interested in
taki

e

out money from that communi

hopefully whoever

's not good enough
I know

r --

today

s
, jus

racial

we can t be
1

i~

me.

it

on.

I mean

me

's

east

Governor

some

eve

us were concerned about.
ons in a li

1

re

e bit as to

part of people

happen
we

seen in

to a

s

that there is more partici

ences

es

ss on

in

didn't like the s

t 1

as a

hands because

in that because we

i

i

t

, I m also interes

t just wipe i

ques

e

sure that
just

i

es

number of
the

I

s

have

n maki

an

the tickets, because that's a given.

dis

commun

, I'm a so i

people of all ethnic persuasions are all

I'm sure

a

i

small

ion

least

on -- on the

not

iness
ly

t re:v si

-17Now everybody says, at least my understanding of what the Commission says is
that they are interested in making sure that maximum participation take place on
What I'm interested in finding out is whether

the part of small business.

t

the Attorney General says that we can't do -- whether that's been an impediment
in making sure that small businesses and women-owned businesses and minority
businesses -- are participants in that process.

MR. GUTIERREZ:

First of all, let me respond to the operational issues and

Howard may want to respond to policy issues.
Small business -- there is nothing at all that precludes small business
participation.
businesses.

We think we have been very successful in attracting small

I don't think there's any ..•

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Then I don't know who is going to discuss that and

maybe that person in charge of affirmative ...
MR.GUTIERREZ:

let's move to the next question.

businesses that are

How many of these small

of the reta i1 network -- and we're very proud of the

fact that we have a substantial number of sma11 businesses --

How many of them

are owned by women, how many of them are owned by minorities is really the
threshold question that
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

're raising.
That's one question.

All right, then we are going to

get to the other question of businesses themselves

whether the state is doing

anything ..•

MP. GUTIERREZ:

On the contracting side.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MR. GUTIERREZ:

Yes, on the contracting side.

But, let me at least respond to the retailer issue.

Then I

will turn it over to Howard.
The Commission has been very clear in their guidance.

There's a failure in

terms of accomplishing goals and rests with us as an obligation.

The Commission

s

d us build a retail network using

Then they said if you need more outlets,

standard 1 250 per population.
ahead and add more and do a special

recruitment effort if necessary to get more minority

rms into the system.

understand that as a charge, but we accept it willingly.

We

The problem that we re
1

ing is a procedural problem at this point, Mr. Chairman, is to work within
the bounds of the existing statutes to allow us

achieve that goal set for us.

One of the first things that we have to do is we have to go out and canvass
the

sting businesses that we have to establish where we are.

I would hazard

to guess that we've got a pretty good representation of women-owned and
minority-owned businesses.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

But, if we don't ..•

But you don't know for sure.

MR. GUTIERREZ: But we don't know for sure.
been very clear -- go get them.

And if we don't, the commission

So it's our responsibility to figure out

the best way to do that and to avoid litigation on that point.

MR. VARNER:

Chon, may I add on that poi

we will have a fall out of existi
ha

First of all, Mr. Chairman, we
ilers hol

ng licenses.

This

throughout the country where the sales aren't up to the expectations of
ilers, they lose interest, and didn't
now as the chairman mentioned, in the

to invest their money.

Rut.

inning, in the selection of these

ilers we used computer runoffs by zip
an example, my own city,

li

ilers could have bfen there.

on1y 11 licenses because there wasn't interest.

s

Now we have our

es people that are going to be making on-site inspections of each
iler they are responsible for.

In doing that, we will then have a better

of how many of these are small business, how many are women, what their
background is and that's what we're on now.

They in turn will be charged with

the responsibility of going out and seeking other outlets in the areas that they

-19-

cnver so that we can truly have a representation in all 58 counties in the state
on ethnic balance and also population

balanc~.

This is their charge -- this

is the direction the Commission has given them.
Considering our starting up a billion dollar company in not too much time, I
think our main objective was to get the thing started in the best way we could.
If we had gone and made on-site inspections of each place before we started the

lottery, it would have taken as much as two and three months, which would have
hurt the return to education.

This was a decision the Commission made ...

(many people talking at the same time)
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

I understand that.

expeditiously you organized the lottery.
for a long period of time.

But, don 1 t tell me how

You guys deliberater on the lottery

Granted the lottery has been successful, but we

passed a lottery the same time as Oregon started their lottery and they started
a lot sooner than we did.
MR. VARNER:

Well,

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MR. VARNER:

percent of their population is in one city too, sir.
I don't care where it's at.

It makes a big difference.

a population of almost 26 million.

We've got 159,000 square miles and

I think more importantly, why don't we

compare the startup of our lottery with that of other states? Ohio took 14
months ...
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

I'm not questioning ••. Look you 1 ve done a good job

once it was started ...
MR. VARNER:

I think the record should speak for itself and I think ...

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

I think that once it was started, you did a good job.

I have no quarrel with that.
MR. VARNER: ..• it was started in a timely manner considering all the
problems.

Mr. Chairman, J
ssion chairman.

I would like

y.

qui

uded the remarks by my

t

I would like

on from the securi

1

ew.

ve action officer, share with

our

hi

I said earlier, relative to the ins
It was a six week game.

e statistical

s

with you the

Then

Terri Fontenette.
ishments in the

our

ve action in the areas both in

a

a 1i

ng and

contracts.

game, we have just finished Game
Game Two today.

ve

ng as to how long Game

d go six weeks.

393,000,000 tickets i
in

of 20,500.

industry in other states, a

sell

sale

If that were to happen in

know, vie have

it

e

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

it I$

y

11

ng or early
this time.

i

make a recommendation to

, at the latest,

s

t for proposals

of eval

are in the

an actual

will

ve res

line 1

ummer.

1d expect approximately

d as

At this t

By standards

is considered a

ia we

i

ckets wi 11 have
two weeks.

We ar8

lly

Let me s

hope

part of

in
stimas.

letting out before

on-line .•.
Outlets?
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Yes,

you letting out any contracts before that?

MR. GUTIERREZ:

Relative to ...

out the contract.

Are

-21ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Any aspect of the lottery.

Nhether it is computers,

whether it is telephones, whether it's anything.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

We have taken the on-line procurement process and separated

it intn two major components.

First is the on-line telecommunications aspect and the second is the
computers and the terminals .•.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MR. GUTIERREZ:

What is the on-line telecommunications aspect?

Telephone lines between the retail outlets and our computer

centers.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Now, are the same standards that you are asking of

the five that have submitted bids the same requirements being asked of -- I
would imagine you're ta1king about telephone companies, right -- are the same
guidelines, whatever extent of disclosure whether it is any of the other
variables, are you asking the same thing of the five companies that have decided
to bid for the on-line part of it? Are you asking the same type of disclosure
for the te1ecommunica
MR. GUTIERREZ:

ons?

The substantive difference between the two procurement

processes is that in the case of the telephone lines, for lack of a better term,
we are not requiring personal financial disclosure.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

MR GUTIERREZ:

Why?

The issue was:

was a doubt in our mind.

Is it required under the initiative? There

It was not clear as to whether it was required or not.

For example, we feel very confident that when we buy pencils and paper that
we don't have to require the producer:. ...
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
between pencils and paper.

No.

Wait, Chon.

I think there's a little difference

me
we were
s

1s.

are

a 11 ow it

1

They

on.

concl

s

were

i

c~

that

lines --

was

electronic
a computer and

a

just 1 i

in

a pencil

't know what

1, if I

e

The

do not

i1

is

n

are

th me.

i

more ...
me

d d.

me s

rst

ude how

on.
ana 1 is

it.

We

ing that
General's

we
ce.
a di

f

it, it s di
t

ti
as

es i

nals where the player
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In a case of a

Let me expand upon that a second or so.

MR. GUTIERREZ:

telephone company, in addition to what I have just described tc you, they are
regulated by the Public Utilities Commission.
carefully monitored by a public agency in a
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MR. GUTIERREZ:

•

Their role in our environment is

publi~

forum.

Aren't businesses also monitored?

Not in the same fashion, no.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Well, not in the same fashion because one is

monitored by the Public Utilities Commission, but businesses are also monitored
by governmental agencies, aren't they?
MR. GUTIERREZ:

In a much different aspect, with different disclosure and

different (inaudible).

As you know, the telephone company cannot set a rate

without having to go to the PUC and explain why they came to that rate -- what
the costs are -- things of this nature.
I am not aware of any other instance where a business would be subjected

the same kind of scruti

as their operations •..

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

No, that only has to do with the price.

It doesn't

have to do with •..
MR. GUTIERREZ:

It has

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
be stockholders and

MR. GUTIERREZ:
Attorney General
~tandards

1

S

do with their operation.
1, but doesn't have to do with whoever happens to
ing else.

Agreed.

I'm simply sharing with you the logic that the

Office used in corning to the conclusion that the disclosure

could be applied differently in the case of providers of telephone

lines. And now let's shift to the on-line games itself.

What is it that we are

procuring there?
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
decisions for you.

In other words, the Attorney General makes the

You don't have outside counsel, independent counsel

ide?

-24We have
Fine.

I

1

One lawyer.
One 1
, sir.

are cheap.

our cos

We've

Please, spare me

1?

We do not except
rare ins

-- 1

what those

me

are.
y negotiated a contract for a

rel

do not have

pair..

ide of

i

down.

evi ion program.

There are

y few ...

You mean that s n
Yes, sir.

experts in

do

Yes.
consul

, we

I hope you

(laughter) Good, I'm glad

an

inment lawyer to

t as

So we

limited exceptions of that

nt services in that area.
in

it.

ona.l

i

General's

hire outsi

circums

Commission

to

You don't have to just

General?

No.
the
i

have to

y on

's Office believes
provide the legal advice

Attorney General's Office.

If

not have the technical
we need, they will allow us to go
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ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

No. I understand.

You mean to tell me that you have

to ask them before you seek outside counsel?
MR. GUTIERREZ:

Yes.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MR GUTIERREZ:

Where in the initiative is that ...

I think that has more to do with the constitution -- the role

of the Attorney General vis-a-vis other state agencies.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

No.

We just acknowledged that you are not a state

agency per se.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

In many regards we are not.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

So in other words, in regards to having to ask the

Attorney General, you're a state agency, but in regards to maybe how much
accountability you should have with the State Legislature, you're not.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

That is correct. That's the way the initiative was written.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MR. GUTIERREZ:

That's interesting.

I might add-- I'm sure the chair is aware of this.

have to go to the State Personnel Board to get civil service positions.
know, the employees are civil service.
are subject to many

The salary levels are set by DPA.

We also
you
We

the constraints that government is subjected to, but we

are also exempt from any of them in such a way that it allows us to respond much
more quickly than would otherwise be to changing environments that we have to
face on a day-to-day basis.
We are indeed unique.

we are a part of government.

We have a foot in

both buckets.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MR. GUTIERREZ:

~erve

What's next?

Relative to our organizational structure, we have 12

district offices loca
also

Okay.

throughout the state.

as warehouse dis

on centers.

Two of those district offices
One of them is in Whittier and

-26-

s in Sacramento.

1

Sacramento is

of the California

onally we are set up into four basic divisions and the director's

ce.
first division I'd like to speak for a moment about is Field Operations
ves

i

rily sales and dis

marketing of the product.

bution

almost 200 district sales representatives located throughout the state
work as representatives of our retail network -- one representative to
100 reta i 1ers.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Are they state employees?

They are all civil

are paid state

Secondly, our ordering processors do
1?

ing that we call

It's a telephonic telephone ordering service.

Through a computer

the phone, call our retailers, take the

pick

invoices are printed in

are packaged, tt:rned

a contractor, Purolator, who in
our retailers.

In
sense

We have employees that

delivers

tickets

Running those two warehouses, we have a

area of marketing, it

1

S

an area

ises us

imately 20

•s not fully operational yet in a

we are utilizing Needham

who

thin 36

is our public relations and

n

areas

We are using

c Games who is our contractor in the area of lottery startup with the
who give us marketing advice.
hope in the very near future to develop a very strong marketing unit,
albeit small to give us the independence that is necessary to be able to make
these decisions ourselves.

-27Security operations -- As I said Lou Ritter is the deputy director and he
will speak to that in a moment.
EDP

We have a data processing center and that deputy director in charge

of that is not typical of governmental agencies.

Again, we think we're unique

in this area in a sense that the bulk of the lottery operation, once we go to
on-line, is going to be computer operational.

It is going to be the receiving

and recording of numbers that is involved here and we have a deputy director
there and that operation will grow substantially once
stage.

\o'rf

get to the on-line

Right now their an intrical part of our operation, but it will become

more important in the future.
On the aspect of accounting, the final one, the typical organization that
you find

·in

government for administration, accept that this one has prize

validation payments.
Sacramento.

We have a process where we receive the tickets in

They are validated to make sure that they are legitimate tickets

that they are legal.

The people who are submitting these winning tickets for

payment meet the standards of the law to the extent that we can verify it.
process those to the Contro1ler 1 s Office.

We

Then the Controller 1 s Office issues

the check about seven days after we receive them.

We have set up a rather

sophisticated accounting system that collects the sales from our retailers
through an electronic fund transfer process.
automate this entire operation.

We've tried as much as we can to

We handle the traditional functions that a

business organization has -- accounting, business services, fleet management
In fleet management alone, we have over 250 vehicles at the California Lottery
right now.
In the director's office, we have four individuals that report directly to
the director.
action officer.
officer.

There's the legal/legislative unit.

There's the affirmative

There's a public affairs officer and the internal audits

Each of them reports directly to the director.

-28Wi

that~

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to turn the microphone over to Lou Ritter,

our deputy director for security to share with us the activities of the security
di

sion of the lottery.

MR. RITTER:

I came on board July lst. Assemblyman Tucker, I can tell you

that as far as I'm concerned, every message that I have received, I answered
in

hours.

In reading the law, the Lottery Act itself, I read it many, mar.y times as I
came aboard.

There were words that kept sticking out and repeated many, many

times -- honesty, fairness, and integrity.
Al

I have a fair amount of background in vice and related activity -bunco, counterfeiting -- those types
with in the lottery.

crimes

I thought I would

carry out the charge, I

I knew that in order

to involve law enforcement in the State Lottery. And I would have to

would
in

I was very, very

best talent that I could find in the s

in that several hundred-- I'm sure we

by me and in fact the agents that we did hire had that

resumes -- were rece1
background.

I have 50 percent

increase will be at least that 1
lifi

people.

ved well over a thousand

on my total staff and my goal
and they are all highly

They average 17 years of law enforcement experience each and

years of law enforcement experience on

s

The types of people

I have are -- assistant chair in
ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:

Fifty percent minority could be all women.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN SALLY TANNER:

How nice.

(laughter)

MR. RITTER:

Women are certainly included in that figure -- Blacks are,

Browns are -- all races.

My Number One chief assistant is Hispanic.

le supervisor in charge of the San Jose office.
thin

I have a

So I have not only meshed

agency itself, but within supervisor staff as we11, at all levels.
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You can play with those any way you want to though.

Like I have 100 percent, double minority in my office because they are all Black
and they all are female.
~1R.

RITTER:

So you can play with that one 50 percent minority.

I understand.

I know you can compare myself with other law

enforcement agencies throughout this country, literally and can't come close to
matching me with the type of ethnic mix that I have.

•

ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:
MR. RITTER:

Ethnic mix.

That's what I want .

Those agents underwent some stringent things so they can learn

what a lottery is all about, including an on-site visit to the printing plant.
The went through a computer facility.

I have experts from all aspects, not only

from this lottery, but from other state's lotteries that came in and provided
instruction on what we

ght expect.

All the forms had to be developed.

The

budget had to be developed and we're on board and we're operating now.
We did a very thorough background of our primary contractor, Scientific
Games, when we ascertained them.
on all

We are in the process now of doing backgrounds

the existing employees of the State Lottery and will continue to do

that to a11 the employees coming on board.
Addition to that, we will be doing background of all retailers statewide and

we have made a number
and terminations a

recommendations already for suspensions, irrevocations,
I can say 100 percent the director of this lottery has

supported me in all my
lottery.

to make sure that we do have an honest, fair

I would be happy to answer any questions you have.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Okay, any questions? All right, next?

MS. TERRI FONTENETTE:

I'm Terri Fontenette and I'm the affirmative action

officer and contract compliance officer and to address Assemblyman Tucker, I
have talked to you on the phone ...

ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:

..• I 'd 1ike to

have you been the

1

ve action officer?
MS. FONTENETTE:

I've been the affirmative action officer since June of this

year.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE:

What's your background?

I have approximately seven years wi

affirmative

on-type activities with the various state departments, ten years with the
Department of Finance.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

It's interesting how most people come from Finance.

MR. GUTIERREZ: Well, 1 started out working for the Chicano Caucus of the
Y•.•

P.,s

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Working for me.

(laughter)

Look at where you've

gone.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

(laughter)

I'm sorry I disappointed you.

(laughter)
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

No, no, no.

so many of them have come -is extremely important.
MS. FONTENETTE:

you
lly I thi

dding?

But it's interesting

it's good --

nancial

Go ahead.
stica1 data on the

I'd like to share just a few s

ia State Lottery's workforce.

11

When I came on hoard in June, there was a s
f

we had approximately 300 people on

ve a

imately 450.

1

and by the end of

As of the end

October, we

If you count our seasonal help that we're

getti~g

ght now, it's approximately 550.
Of our workforce, we have approximately 70 percent in a protected group.
That includes women and minorities.
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MS. FONTENETTE:

Both professional and clerical.

In the professional

positions, approximately 19 percent are Black, 16 percent Hispanic, 7 percent
Asian, .6 percent American Indian, .9 percent Filipino, .6 percent other, and
about 35 percent women.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

I'm interested in the top to the bottom.

Tell me the

number of Black -- how many do you have?
MS. FONTENETTE:

We have approximately 60.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

You have approximately 60 of the 450, right?

MS. FONTENETTE:

That would be the professional.

308.

We're talking about

just the professional categories .
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

All right, so you have 60 of the 308.

You have how

many Hispanic?
MS. FONTENETTE:

48.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE:

48 Hispanics of the 308.

22 Asians.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE:

22 Asians.

2 American Indians.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

In other words, less than 50

pet~ent

of them ... if

add them all up you have ...
MS FONTENETTE:

45 percent of our professional staff is women and

minority.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE:

(inaudible) .•. what percent are minority?

45 percent.

Women are 34

(inaudible)
MS. FONTENETTE:
MR. GUTIERREZ:
MS. FONTENETTE:

19.5, 16.0, 7.1.
No, the raw numbers.
60, 48, 22, 2, 3, 2.

you
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MR. GUTIERREZ:

And what's the uni

MS. FONTENETTE:

308.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE:

That•s a long

24 percent.

from

percent.

As a whole on our staff, 45 percent are made

up of minorities as compared to state average of 53.3.

So we feel that in the

short timeframe that we have, that we are progressing satisfactorily in the
hiring of minorities and women.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE·

The highest ranking Hispanic is a deputy director.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE":

No.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
MS. FONTENETTE:
MR. GUTIERREZ:

What•s the highest ranking Hispanic besides Chon?

Which is Chon.
He's chief deputy.

She's director of game operations.

How about women?

Women in our top management ...
Hispanic female is deputy director of field operations ...

MS. FONTENETTE:

Then we have several women

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE:

How about Blac

ght underneath.

?

Blacks at the

t me - we don't have any exempt

acks, but I am part of the executive s
MR. GUTIERREZ:

employee in the lottery at this

The highest ranking

sales

me would be a district supervisor of

on, Mr. Braxton, out of

Anaheim office.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
nority community.

Okay.

Now 1et s
1

lk about the economics of the

Te11 me what you are doing for

norities as far as where

the money is in contracting or subcontracting.
MS. FONTENETTE:
short timeframe.
satisfactorily.

We're taking a look at our contracts which has been in a

We are pretty satisfied that we are progressing
Of the contracts over $100,000, we have paid to date
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approximately $12 million to the prime contractors.

Of that $12 million,

approximately 4 percent has been contracted or subcontracted out to minority
firms.

Most of the accounting and the bills have not come in as yet.

But we

feel we can juggle that figure by the time of our first year.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

If you'll allow me to elaborate on that point, Mr. Chairman,

we have taken a quick survey in identifying six major contracts that we have let
in excess of $100,000 with the exception of the lease arrangement that we
entered into for the acquisition of the buildings.

Of that amount of money

approximately $67 million of those contracts -- approximately $5.1 million of
that is going to minority firms in California -- $5.1 million.

That is 7.8

percent.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Let's just go down.

Accounting you have a Hispanic

because I have seen them on TV.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

Quezada Navarro.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE:

Security is non-minority, right?

Security 50 percent minority subcontracted

(inaudible)
MR. GUTIERREZ:

We characterized the security firm as a joint venture

involving two firms

t

have merged together.

One of them is minority owned

and the other is

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE:

are you doing for Asians?

Asians? As part of the advertising contract. there have

been contracts let to Asians for their ...
ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:

What's the highest one in your administration?

the highest Asian?
MR. GUTIERREZ:

Highest ranking Asian would be a division chief in the

nancing and accounti

area.

1

S

-34MS. FONTENETTE:

An accounting administrator. (inaudible)

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE:

Now do you think what you have up to now is adequate?

Well, we feel there is

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

ways room for improvement in •..

Well, look .•.

MR. GUTIERREZ: Yes, we feel we do ...
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

If you were to

job, I will tell you that you are a long

1 me that you are doing an adequate

off.

But go ahead.

MR. GUTIERREZ: We are satisfied with our performance to date. We feel we
have accomp1ished a great deal in a relatively
Terri on board.

me period since we•ve had

Terri has been with us since

Terri was hired at the

request of the Commission -- Be sure to get a

able individual that

would adequately represent the minority communi
indi

es and make sure that

dual has a small role in the contracti
agencies, i.e. General

Terri has gotten guidance from other
ices, Small Business Administration

r advice is keep pushing.

on.

At the beginning of the process you will
want to be.

And by a year from now, you

percent of where you
ld be

e to start some averages

exceed those averages in other departments.
feel that in the area of hiring, we have
in the entire state government, if
or three as far as affirmative action hi

ready become the number two
in all categories -is concerned.

far as subcontracting is concerned, we have some improvement to make, but
we s 11 are nonetheless very pleased with our accomplishments to date.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

We will be listening to other people.

will be other people that are probably going to say the contrary.

I guess there
That's why I

ink it's important if you could stay here -- in case we have to bring you back
answer any of the concerns.
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Because let me tell you something.

I am not very happy with what you have

done up to now And I obviously, think there are a few members of the
Legislature that are extremely concerned about what you have or have not done as
it relates to small business men and women in the process of the lottery.
Not only do I believe that we are going to be good t·icket buyers, I believe
that we should share in the economics of the lottery.

The largest contract,

obviously being the advertising contract of $22 mi11ion.
million contract and the printing.

Next to that is the

I am sure none of it went to any ethnic or

racial minorities.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

The representative from our advertising agency is here ••.

Oh

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

I know that.

I asked them specifically to be

here.
MR. VARNER:

In the case of the printing of the tickets by Scientific Games,
made by a women-owned trucking firm.

all ticket deliveries

I know that for a fact.

know to what other extent,
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

I don't

even print them?

Do

Oo any minority companies

print the tickets?
MR. VARNER:

•

No.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MR. VARNER:

. That's a $40 million contract .

The delivery of the tickets

is

a11

ished

by

a

women-owned trucking company.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MS. FONTENETTE:

Great.

Well, I'm sure that we might have some other

But thank you.

ASSE~BLYMAN

Anything else?

Unless you want us to ...

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
questions.

I real happy about that.

TUCKER:

Chief, it's always good seeing you.

When you go through the ini

little arrogance and there is a little tendency to be

ative process, there is a
ippant.

You were
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MR. GUTIERREZ:

Thank you.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
si

But I

's alwo.ys a

if we find something wrong

11

I just want to tell you these

it.

your operation.

11 start another initiative to

ings.

I am going to look at it

I intend to remain on this

and I have been here for quite
lea ng it.

me.

I am going to be watchi

dis

sel

calling and giving you folks my

is is a two-way street.

sell

allowed

I don't think that has been fair

I wi 11

I don't see any possibility
e that you have allowed to

district and those people

1 in

are going to be looking

on time of the retailers.

on on these

We want to

ckets in my

ings.

You know

and we certainly want you to

with us.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

We certainly plan to

and will be happy to work

wi

in any way we have control.

ASSEMBLYMAN AlATORRE:

Is there anything in the ini

on.

. Tanner.

One last question

I have a

y as it is now the law of

ve

if you had an opportunity

-- part of the constitution -d you change, modify, or strike out in total?
MR. GUTIERREZ:

From an operational point of view, there are two areas that
importance, obviously.

we are concerned with and they have varyi

of omnibus cleanup bill

rst is we will be working to
s
clear.

ly technical to make sure

That s not a very substantive issue
1

1 islative session, that's fine.

of the initiative is
If we get that done in the next

If we cant were prepared to live

~ttith

the

statute that exists.
the most important aspect of the initiative is the entire matter of
di

osure.

A great deal of the attention invol

bear on that subject in the

-37legislativ~

arena.

You offered a bill, Mr.

Chairman~

that addressed that issue.

There was another bill that addressed the issued, unfortunately was

awed

did not become law.
What we are finding, however. is that you did have five proposals for the
on-line program from five excellent companies -- t'eputable firms.

They were

able to meet the disclosure requirements and we are very pleased about that.
We have, unfortunately, been very unsuccessful at acquiring another type of
service.

That is from CPA firms or firms involving 1

large partnerships.

board of directors or

CPA firms have 800 partners and they fi

t impossible to

disclose and therefore, were not able to take advantage of the professionalism
that exists in that indus try and a 11 ow us the experience,
Secondly, we, as you know, attempted to enter into a contract with Stanford
Research Institute, a nationally known organization

experts in the area of

lottery startups

directors includes

ly, because the board

retired individuals,

tus, people of that nature, that are required under

the initiative to disclose.

They simply were not able to in the time

constraints that we were operating under.
lastly,

Potell Institute out of the Midwest -- another equally

's

known r·esearch center
business with us.

unl i

SRI -- they were very interested in doing

But they, too, are managed by a board of directors,

(inaudible) association, an endowment, trust of some kind and they act as
trustees.

The law requi

them to disclose.

They too

d have like

disclose, but time was such that they just couldn 1 t do it.
So disclosure con

nues

be a problem.

It was a problem.

It was a

problem and since we only got one bid for the instant ticket printing RFP
we put out, it does not affect the same as the on-line area, but it continues
affect it or a

ily basis in terms of getting highest

services from companies.

speci~lized

consultant
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ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

the 1 islation if it s
1

, cleaned up that one flaw in it, would you once again support the

rei
1

Would you

on attempted to provide some

is

we had before the Legislature last
• VARNER:

me a

Insofar as the first

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

sc osures

t

As it pertains

If I recall, Mr.

sclosure.

irman,

were a variety of different

issues that were contained in that bill, incl

such issues as requiring the

Commission go through the Administrative
in which public hearings could be held.
operati ona 1 things that the 1ottery,

you speak of?

things that the

commission was interested in getting besi
MR. GUTIERREZ:

the lottery initiative

ic c ea

Act which change the manner
It

d a substantial awount of

i ch I

ieve that is a matter of policy

the Commission did not feel necessary or important ...
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Wait.

SB 35, with a

error, you were involved in the drafting

nor exception which was an

it along wi

my consultant and

myself.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

let me respond specifically to your question.

I think the

Commission and the lottery itself would support legislation that would modify
di

osure requirements.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Categorically we support it.
Next.

Excuse me.

Assemblywoman from E1 Monte, Ms. Sally
ASSEMBLYWOMAN SALLY TANNER:

Yes.

Tanner.

let me introduce to

and also Mr. Nolan Frizzelle.

Mr. Chairman, it's just a statement about

inesses who had tried and were turned
In El Monte there is a Food Stamp store downtown and they are selling
lottery tickets.
was rather amazed.

And when I heard that they were selling the lottery tickets, J
The day after the

sign on the window saying, "Sold out. u

rst day
I was

the sales, there was a big
11

by that.
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I have heard from others who have applied and were turned down.
seem very reasonable.
MR. GUTIERREZ:

It doesn't

How do you chose?

If I may, I'd like to have Howard share with you what he

asked me to do at the last commission meeting and then I'd like to respond to
both you and Howard.
MR. VARNER:

As a member of the commission, I was

staff at our last meeti

and directed

to explore what they would use

was selling these stamps also to sell lottery tickets.

prevent a store that
We have some very tough

legal problems to overcome.

In the interim, we asked our district sales people
and tell them it is not

desire of the Commission to sell any purchases

Food Stamp lottery tickets.

were told in setting

go and talk to

We couldn't enforce it legally,

We could

--we

guidelines for selecting retailers .,_ that we could

discriminate against the

of places and specifically saying that anyone

sold Food Stamps could not be an outlet for the lottery.
This was advised by counsel through the Attorney General's Office.
like it.

We're goi

I don't

to see what we can do, but I can't promise what we will

do.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
MR. VARNER:
the criteria.

No.

And you don't discriminate against any business?
there are several things we used in the

One was the hours of operation, days of the week, how many days

they are open, number of transactions, foot traffic,
are a11 elements that we had to rate on a11 retailers.

ing, security, those
We had to rate them on

an individuals basis.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:
down?

What about the number of pawn brokers who were turned

Is there a reason for that?
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Foot traffic I would

s

a 1

t

of people

them tended to be the ones

My guess is pawn

et.
1

example, convenience

be in the downtown area.

tend to exist in the suburban area and therefore, would

rmm.TnYnl

convenience grocery stores

wal

in traffic.

competing
I would

in traffic ...

local

Well one

brokers was very close to

store ...
I bet a lot more

e walk in to a Food Stamp store than

ly saying is -- based on the

and what the chairman is basi
computer did not di

ngu

of people that visited

as

type

business.

Ms. Tanner, we indicated

ier that our district sales people

are in the process of actually goi

see if

i

ng each location and
criteria that we have set as

are

ginal was done by computer;

s now.

are i

ins

tions.

The chairman

ssion asked us a long time ago to

the

inesses because there are

issue paper on incompatibility

state about Food Stamps, in

expressed in di
t

books

e.

, for

are other instances where
near a high school where you

il outlets that are located
some

ion about

i

age

ir and the commission as
ki

business but simply

vidual buying tickets.
to begin to develop some

a process ¥!here we could guarantee equal protection to all retailers,

begin to recognize the differences in businesses and trying tn find
are appropriate and those

are

in effect by the (inaudible)
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MR. VARNER:

Mr. Chairman, before leaving, on page 1

the

efing Paper,

I noticed the indicated sales of $3 billion by November I believe in '86.

I

think that should be corrected because our estimates of sales for fiscal

r

starting July 1st of '86 to June 30th of '87 is in the area of $2 billion.
I wouldn't want someone standing around $3 billior, and being judged against
that number •..
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
(laughter).

We are going to judge you on that number.

All right.

MS. DOLORES SANCHEZ:

Ms. Dolores Sanchez

I think it's still good morning.

I want to thank you for the opportunity to address you
I find myself at a slight disadvantage.

Honorable committee

is morning, even

I'll explain why later.

I am the chairperson of the California Hispanic Newspaper Publishers

Association which reaches approximately a million readers a
California.

In addition, I have picked up someone else

and that is the Asian News

Alliance which probably

million readers a week in

ifornia.

throughout
voice concerns for
close to a

So as you see, that's a substantial

number of Ca 1ifornians who read these weekly community newspapers.
stress the fact that they are community newspapers.

I

1l

Therefore, they reach areas

which are rarely, if ever, reached by the large metropolitan dailies and they
may or may not view
English.

cular television networks whether in Spanish or

They are quite diverse except in one area and that is the people they

reach have heavy

ons

ei

spanic or Asian readers.

As I said, I feel at a disadvantage because there has been something
since the Lottery was first s
breakdown in communication.

in California.

is that there is a

There is a lack of access of information by these

communith:s to opportunities for contracting.
retailers.

And

Even opportunities to become

There were several ads put in by the

ssion when they were

it seems

me that if a

or

is going to be done to

contract

small businesses
done through publications

th the Commission, this

as ours.

I can't believe that when the voters of California decided that they
a lottery that they in any way intended

wa

a lottery aside from

to s

put government into private

government to keep it under control.

't see that rationale ever entered into the California voters decision

rea ly establish a lottery.
we

been good soldiers.

We understand that $22 million contract has

, Needham Harper Worldwide.

We have tried in many ways to contact

, and by the way, Needham Harper contacted us.
ted us.

They sent us a 11 promotion a1 packets on the 1ottery and have

us to do something such as bringing information into our community free

as

haven't

that with the large metropolitan dailies.

t is unfair

in

ask us to do

it -

especi

low

t

I

just

ili

free when others are being

ly sinces as I said we are all small business people

can

t see

the opportunity to

at all as far as givi

so much about outlets in a given
ke that

j

information about the
lottery

not only for education,
ness shou1d

ic's money and yet feel no

access

some of

I

So we just

in.
1

t

if

I'll tell you how

excl

business.

11 provide to
I just don•t see why

from that opportunity.

't really make sense provided

fact that small business

look at a recent survey conducted by Crocker Bank-- small business
hope of employment here in California.
c sense and I was

It doesn•t really make good

ad when Assemblyman, probably Councilman, Alatorre

-43decided to stress the economics because they are extremely important to us as
they are to anyone else.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

I don't know how much of an understanding you

the way that the advertising of the Lottery is functioning, but has either
newspaper or have any of your members of your association had a
up to today with Needham Harper Worldwide company?
communication whatsoever?

ationship

you had

Have they done any business with any of your

affi1 iates that are part of your association?

MS. SANCHEZ:

No, sir they have not. Our dealings with Needham Harper are

to this extent -- that as I say most of us probably sent our promotional
material to them, they did send us their PR packet to run information on the
lottery.

In fact I hear things li

don't want it to stabilize

the lottery will soon stabilize.
us.

~le

feel that we've been slow in really
ing about it.

reaching a point where we were really determined to do s
One of the

the association did was to send

Lottery Commission

we

vd11 formulate policy.

contract, must

Well, we

a letter to

1t that the lottery Commission is the one

And that Needham Harper Worldwide, while getting

llow

directives of the Commission

was policy.

response did you receive

the Commission to

your concerns?
MS
appointment
in addition

a call from Ms. Terri Fontenette who set an

I recei

ich
that~

cancelled.

I received a call from someone on

staff, asking what assis

could be.

to meet today.
te Senator Art

And I asked him fi

, I

understand that

is a subcontract which will be awarded a minori

or small agency

into the areas of our concern.

gentlemen proceeded

to

Needham Harper

But

agency

Then,
He was

d
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had been contracted.

We in

decided to try and reach this agency.

since that this agency is really nonexistent.

It is in the

formed for the expressed purpose of subcontracting and we were

that is an answering service, so we have gotten no further on

g ven a

about that since there are

a few minority agencies

i

are now in existence who have a track record and I couldn't understand why
been contracted with.

So that's as far as our dealings with both

Commission and Needham Harper have gone.

It is an amazing thing for

small businesses to get themselves together and to try to really break the veil
ion that is emanating from the Commission as they have said.

norli

ve many calls and they are not easy to reach.
they would sit

and talk

They

Neither is Needham Harper to

th us.

Perhaps we can come to

some arrangement.

can't

11 me, looking at
-- it di

in the $29,000 to $30,
uent don't need

f

we represent.

ones

are
c communi

category

a
, it's

people who are non-affluent

make it rich quick.

Of course in our community, the

Asian community,

must understand that there is a

the process of the 1

-- most of our people come from

communities who have experience -- we call it "la 1oteria. 11
i

If you look at

to win the $2 million, they

the people who have gone on

usually

on of how a lottery should work.

So

1 me that there isn't a need to

But, you can't

on to areas such as

nners
a

of the viewing audience.

't get over

wasn t that great.
i

the way that show on

nners

So there is that

-45ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

In other words neither you nor anybody that is

affiliated with your organization to your knowledge as either received or done
business with the advertising firm that is in charge of the 1

Is that

correct?

MS. SANCHEZ:

No, sir.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Do you know of any Hispanic, Black, or

whether they be newspapers or any other media outlet -- to

ian

r knowledge if

they have done any business with any of those outlets?
MS. SANCHEZ:

Yes.

They contacted b!_Qeinion because it's c daily newspaper

here in Los Angeles and has done business with Needham Harper and has received
advertising from them.

But you must understand that, for instance in our

only 15,000, if that many copies, and we have a population

225,000.

area~

Because

of the nature of my business, I cover my comn1unity pretty well and I have
stopped by many of the outlets and have heard actual arguments of people who
wanted to start playing the new game and they just couldn't figure out when,
why, or where. That tells me that there is a large informa
people didn't know how to play the first game.
there.

And it

11 con

on

p.

Many of the

There wasn't information out

nue as long as the outreach

t is

stressed now

continues.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

I'm very curious about the

that there is a

nonexistent small business that is just beginning to gear up.
that.

I really

I wonder how we can find out about that.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Well, we're going to have the representative

Needham Harper here ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

It sounds like such a setup to me ...

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Is Brad Fornaciari here?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

I'd like to know about

we
nk

's out of line.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

I don't think it's out of line at all -·- insisting

inesses that our retailers in communities certainly should get the contract.

If

is a contract to let.

It startles ...

I don•t want to put them in a position of saying that this

is starting this agency is incompetent because I don't know.

I think

is the infuriating part of it ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TANNER:

There are existing agencies and there's no reason in

d to -- it sounds strange to me.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

I do want

find out more about it.

Are there any other questions?

Is there anything

. Sanchez?
• SANCHEZ:

No.

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
s

Very good.

Thank you very much.

around because Mr. Fornaciari
le, President of the Southern

11

t4aybe you could

up very shortly.

ifornia

tiona1 Business League.

Good morning honorable elected officials.
came in 1

and didn't

heal~

previous testimony.

All right,
Is

I think that I

But the story that I have to

1 •• '

ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:

We are taping.

l 1 d like for you to give your name and

represent tur our tape.
;.;;.;.;.;;,__;;;;;~:.:::.=

My name is Loring Emile.

ia National Business League.

i

Ci

Inglewood.

I'm president and CEO of the Southern

We are located in Los Angeles County in

-47Again, I came in late and missed some of the previous testimony and
informatior, that was presented to this committee, but
fairly clear.

our

position has

been

We have from a degree looked at the lottery with the expecta on

that this was a new industt'Y in California.

It's a multi

industry that is being developed in California.

1lion dollar

It is a private industry with a

state commission that acts as a board to sanction the activities and to monitor
the activities of that private industry.

Then that pri

industry ought not

to be any different than any other new industry that comes into the state
California.
But we have a unique opportunity here.

That is the opportunity for those

minorities who are interested and have the technical skills and the abilit.Y
whether they are professional skills or technical skills, whether they are
providing greater services that are in a wide range of activities

they ought

to have an opportunity to get into this new industry on the ground

oor 1

This is not an exclusive game that belongs to anyone who wants to come in
except Blacks, Chicanos, Asians, and other ethnic groups.

It 1 s a new industry.

It's sort of like a game being at the beginning of the drought in California
when they decided that they were going to have certain ki
People got in on the ground floor.

industries here.

It's the gold rush of the 1980 s, if you
1

wi 11.
What we have here is an opportunity for those people who are not able to get
into the aerospace industry building airplanes and being major vendors and
contractors, an opportunity to get into the process.

And if the lottery

Commission, and if those folks who are carrying out the business

the 1

-- the owners of the corporations that are producing the lottery in the state of
California -- begin to understand that their role is no different than
McDonald's, no different than Coca Cola, no different than Burger King.

No

i

any other major corporation that plans to do business in the
1ifornia.

s

ca 1

There is a fundamental concept that 1 s involved.

One is

cipation and the other concept is called fair share.
I expect that the Lottery Commission and that the elected officials who are

res

e for protecting our interests in
our interests and will see

ng to it that the lottery board

it that these people operating the

understand that we are very serious about our concept of how this

1

to be implemented and to discontinue, if you will, the
usionary practices that currently exist.
is basically what I have to say in connection with this meeting.
ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:

Any questions

?

is King, President, K Systems

MR. LOUIS KING:

Technologies, Inc.

How are you there?

ASSEMBLYMAN TUCKER:
My name is
es, former
es.

Fine, thank you.
is King.

I am the president of K Systems and

of the

I want to thank you for

Black Business Association of
opportunity to testi

will recall, on the 25th of Ma
on

Thank you, Mr. Emile.

, I was invited up to Sacramento by

atorre to testify before this very committee.

At that time, I

the 30 percent minority participation and at that time that
d

that it be placed into Senator Oills

1

bill.

At no fault of

ttee or or the other participants, and no fault to the over one
letters that were written by the various minority associations in the
1ifornia, we lost the vote.

t the rationale used for this 30

minority participation is the same.
some

I feel strong that there should be

nority percentage placed upon the minority participation.

-49-

The question was asked what particular· information can we bring that would
be legislative and may be placed as a legislative bill.
Upon award of the contract to the prime contractor -- to any one of those
five -- or any for the advertisements -- therP is a law that has been passed by
the federal government 95-507 where it is a law that states that the major
aerospace firms upon getting their aerospace contracts, must identify minority
participation.

That particular law has not worked very successfully mainly

because there has been no one monitoring that law after awarding that contract.
My bit of legislation that I would like to recommend is that upon the prime
contrac~ors

being awarded a contract, that they must ini

ally and at a certain

time period, semi-annually, update this minority participation plan.
the duration of their contract.

That is

This plan should identify the number of

minority subcontractors that they are using.

They should describe the tasks

heing performed by each of these subcontractors.
allocated to each of these subcontractors.

The dollar amount being

Also the plan should identify any

training or upgrading or qualification of the subcontractor personnel.
Authorization should be given to the lottery compliance officer, Ms. Fontenette,
to monitor the progress of these contracts after they are awarded.

So often

after contracts are awarded, they find reasons to take them away from the
non-minority contractor-- legitimately so or not 1egitimnte1y so.

I'm saying

that that plan should be constantly updated to assure that after the award of
the contract that minority participant is still part of that contract or another
one is made part of the contracts.
That contractor should be notified of his deficiency and given a proper time
to improve his deficiency.

After that time, if he does not improve its

deficiencies, in minority participation, you should be penalized monetarily or
not be considered for the following effort.

important.

I think this is very, very,

-50last, those successes of our California Lottery minority participation
ld

made public.

The reason for making this public are first to let your

11ow legislators know that minority participation programs do work and that
information should be passed on to others so that the next time it comes up
there will be cooperative results.
~lore

important, I think that by making this information public, it would

encourage minority contractors to bid on California procurements.

This

stat~

has a very poor record on obtaining minority participation in any contract.

True they have a 5 percent set aside, but that has limitations.
on dollar value.

And really does look discouraging.

The limitation

The federal government has

a very good transaction and a very good program such as the ABA program for
minority participation and I think that by letting that be known, I think you
\'li11 get a better caliber of minority contractors who will bid on California

jobs.
I

ink it should be made public if it is successful and let more minority
know

t the state of California does care about the minority

ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Do you feel that the level of minority participation

has been g0od, bad . .
MR. KING:
ci

If you recall, you were not here-- you invited me up to

in your hea

and at that time we discussed the 30 percent

cipation which I said at

time 30 percent may be a little high.

The

Ohio had 15 percent, Washington, D.C had more than that if you can get
t.

upon numbers.

The state of Washington has a minority bill.

I

t that we could negotiate the 30, but the bill went. It wasn't even possible
negotiate it.

I spoke to Ms. Waters that we'd be satisfied with 10 if we

could have gotten 10.
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ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

Good.

And we have copies of that?

you can give them to the secretary.

Thank you very much.

Very

If

All ri

Speicher.
MR. JOHN SPEICHER:

Mr. Chairman, I am John Speicher.

Western Regional Manager for GTECH Corporations.

I go by Spi

I'm

As was said before, I m

under some constraints as to what I can say today.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
MR. SPEICHER:

Okay.

All I'm interested in is a few of the points.
I would like to say that GTECH's commitment to

providing real opportunity for minority- and women-owned businesses has been
demonstrated to the lottery industry in the District of Columbia Lottery
Ohio lottery.
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ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:
answer anyway.

Okay.

The question I would ask you, you couldn 1 t

Thank you very much I appreciate it.

MR. DON BEAVER:

Thank you Mr. Chairman.

All right, Mr. Beaver.

I'd like to give you a little

briefing on the reaction of the retailers so far to the lottery and a few of
ems

have encountered.
Commission and its s

recent
resol

a lot

problems that were created during the startup.

, we
There was

a tremendous mess out there.
In the distribution of tickets -- late deliveries, long lines to purchase
tickets at the warehouses, the inaccessibility to reach people by telephone,
what holidays the warehouses and distribution centers were open, what the
starting and ending of the games were -- created a lot of problems.

A let of

them now have been worked out and we feel that the lottery staff has been very
cooperative. We have had some problems in the billing system.
accounts, some of them were not accurate and

As they

nally and I know again that

will be straightened out as soon as possible.
As far as the retailers are concerned, it's too early to see what kind of a
shift has gone on in the purchase of groceries.
now from retailers all over the state.

We have mixed reactions ri

Some have indicated they thought

saies are about what they have anticipated as far as totals per sales.

r

What

they have seen, though is a decrease in grocery sales and, of course, that has
offset by the purchase of lottery tickets.
that people are opti

So there are some indications

and not buying certain grocery products and are buying

lottery tickets, particularly as coming from the snack food areas.
Some of the smaller stores have indicated some increases in sales.
don't know where those are -- it's too early yet.

We just
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-92No, we're going beyond that.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

MR. BEAVER:

Yes.

Shopping patterns and .•.

We're going beyond that.

In fact we've asked the lottery

itself if they would like to ask several questions in this survey about
phics

so on.

're asking for sales
stores, but
a

They are to submit

questions

gures by retailers of a1

us by

sizes -- not j

lest business and everything in between to see if we can

cture of really what is happening out there and we would be willing to
,,

'

-

that with your committee as well as with the Lottery.
ASSEMBLYMAN ALATORRE:

That would be very helpful.

All right, Mr. Beaver.

Thank you very much.
To all the consultants from the respective committees representing the
different vendors I'm sure that you found this to be very educational.

I didn 1 t

put any of you on the spot.
Actually to Chairman Varner, I want to thank you very much for the
cooperation that your Commission gave us and we look forward to continui
work with you to improve the way the way that the Lottery is functi
the state of California.
Thank you very much.

The meeting is adjourned.
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with approximately 500 unique minority suppliers around the country
and approves over 6,000 independent awards for goods and services
to these firms. Purchases from small businesses represent 54.3 per cent
all Control Data's pure ses.
this tradition, The Automated Wagering Division has volunta ly
Fo 11owi
subcontracted or purchased goods and services from minority and women
owned businesses in all six lottery states it operates exceeding the
percentages of most other companies and those recommended by the states.
Wasnngton State is the only lottery which requires a minimum percentage
of revenue subcontracted to minorities and women owned firms. Control
Data has exceeded its percentage requirements each year and has been
asknowledged and commended by officials for setting an outstanding example
of compliance with State policy.
If Control Data is awarded the California on-line lottery contract, we
will subcontract with minorities and women owned businesses in keeping
with own policy and with the goals recommended by many of the California
legislators.

OUTREACH EFFORTS

Control Data is not a newcomer to California. For 20 years we have
provided computers and services in diversified companies from TICKETRON
to the Control Data Institutes. We know California and currently employ
7,000 employees in 117 plants or offices throughout the state. We already
subcontract with or purchase from minority or women owned firms and
know leaders in government, industry and business in California's major
cities.
Control Data's cooperative ventures with minority and women owned rms
have been established in its City and Urban Venture projects which
undertake the revitalization of depressed economic areas and the

ttee
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As the first Asian electe'd. to' the Los Angeles Council,
I am

the State Lottery Commission to

sens

to

of ethnic communities and award contracts to those
agencies which
to the minority communities.

11 provide more direct se

